
C-Fly GPS Drone with 1080p HD Camera 

 

The C-Fly Drone is a great mini GPS Drone that rivals the DJI Spark Drone at almost half the price. It 

has a Brushless motor that can withstand relatively windy conditions and has built-in GPS position 

hold and return to home and other flight modes such as, follow me and waypoints. 

The full HD 1080P camera incorporates a 2-axis gimbal to keep your videos smooth and clear. Photos 

and videos are transmitted directly to your smartphone via the C-Fly APP. The app controls are very 

simple and instinctive. 

Earlier versions were operated via the smartphone directly which offers a limited range of 200m for 

FPV transmission and drone control. However, second generations were quickly supplied with a 

remote controller to extend the radio control range up to 800m. 

With an extended control range of 800m, the C-Fly GPS Drone becomes a powerful mini drone that 

is not only suitable for taking selfies or short-range video. The C-Fly Dream becomes a long-range 

mini drone that can take HD video recording of landscapes and surroundings. 

Below is a short instruction on how to pair a remote controller to a C-Fly Dream Drone. 

Connect the battery to the Dream Drone and press the on/off button for 2 seconds. 

 

Now turn on the Remote controller by pressing the on/off button for 2 seconds. 

 

 



Go to your Smartphones Wi-Fi Setting and scan for available Wi-Fi Signals. With both the Dream 

Drone and Remote controller powered, the smartphone should display both the Dream Drone and 

Remote controllers Wi-Fi signals as per below: 

 

Take note of the Remote controllers last 6 characters as this will be entered into the APP later for 

pairing/matching. In this case, the 6 characters are “9302ef” 

Now connect to the Dream Drones Wifi Signal – Drone-940143  

 



Once connected, proceed with opening the C-Fly APP. 

 

 

Press start flying tab and the APP will open and show the camera view automatically on the APP. On 

the top right hand corner of the APP, click on the 3 dots to enter settings. 

 

 

 

Click on the “PAIR” Tab to continue pairing the remote controller with the Dream Drone. 

 

 



Enter the 6 characters of the remote controller as per earlier instructions. In this case, it is “9302ef” 

and press the PAIR tab. 

 

Once completed, close the APP and Power down the Drone and Remote controller. 

Power the Drone ON again and then the remote controller. 

 

Go to your Smartphones Wi-Fi Setting and scan for available Wi-Fi Signals. With both the Dream 

Drone and Remote controller powered, the smartphone should display both the Dream Drone and 

Remote controllers Wi-Fi signals with the same last 6 characters “9302ef” as below: 

 



Connect to the Cream Drones Wi-Fi Signal. 

 

Open the C-Fly APP and your Dream Drone and Remote controller are now paired together. 

 

 

 

 


